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Results from a 4p solid angle measurement of the inclusive reaction (p1,p0) on 2H, 3He, and 4He at
incident pion energies ofTp1570, 118, 162, 239, and 330 MeV are presented. The single charge exchange
total cross sections were determined, and are compared to previous results and simple models of
p –few-nucleon interactions. On the helium isotopes a strong damping of the cross sections in theD(1232)
energy region is observed. Total cross sections of the breakup reactionp112H →p1pn are also given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the help of more powerful computers the nucle
few-body problem has become fully solvable for hadr
scattering on the deuteron, and may soon be so for the
systems3He and 4He. With this base the medium effec
caused by adding additional nucleons to the deuteron ca
studied precisely, and possible effects of subnuclear deg
of freedom on the nuclear force may be observed. Thus
availability of a reliable data set on thepN and pNN sys-
tems with and without a nuclear environment will be cruc
for testing the theoretical models.

While there are several measurements of charged
inelastic scattering on the deuteron~for a recent review see
@1#! and also on the helium isotopes~for recent publications
see, e.g.,@2–7#!, the amount of pionic single charge e
change~SCX! data on these nuclei is considerably less. M
suring SCX usually requires the detection of the two phot
of the decayingp0, and this is difficult to do with good
efficiency. That is the main reason why to date there are v
few experimental data even for SCX on2H @8–15#, most of
them being measurements of differential cross sections,
there are only four measurements of the total cross sec
@8–11#. Recently, three-body calculations of the SCX diffe
ential cross section on2H in the D resonance region wer
performed by Garcilazo@16–18#. For the helium isotopes
there are even fewer SCX data@19–21# available and no
calculations exist.

In this paper we present SCX total cross sections on
nuclei 2H, 3He, and 4He at incident pion energies of 70
118, 162, 239, and 330 MeV. These data were obtained
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a 4p detector which allowed an efficient detection of thep0

decay photons. The paper provides the first systematic S
total cross section data on a set of light nuclei across
energy region of theD(1232) resonance.

II. EXPERIMENT

The data were taken with the Large Acceptance Dete
System~LADS! @22#. This detector was built at the Pau
Scherrer Institute~PSI! in Villigen, Switzerland, for a de-
tailed investigation of multinucleon pion absorption mode
However, the large solid angle coverage ('98% of 4p), the
low charged particle threshold (Tthr'20 MeV for protons!
and the relatively high detection efficiency (h'30%) for
photons made it also a powerful device for the study of
onic single charge exchange reactions.

The two main components of LADS were a modular sc
tillator array of 280 channels for the energy spectroscopy
two coaxial, cylindrical multiwire proportional chamber
~MWPCs! for the determination of the charged particle tr
jectories. The scintillator array consisted of a plastic cylind
around the beam axis divided into 28DE-E-E paraxial sec-
tors, 1.6 m in active length and read out at both ends,
two 14 sectorDE-E ‘‘end-cap’’ blocks to almost close the
cylinder. The inner radius of the cylinder of 30 cm wa
enough to provide reasonable neutron-gamma discrimina
by time of flight ~TOF!. The thickness of theE layers was
designed to stop protons of up to 250 MeV and to det
about every third neutral particle. A specially developed h
pressure~up to 100 bars! gas cylinder, of 25.7 cm length an
2 cm radius with only 0.5-mm-thick carbon-fiber/epox
walls, was used as the target vessel.
©1999 The American Physical Society03-1
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The p1 beam was defined by a set of thin plastic scin
lator detectors that served to count the incident numbe
pions and to reject the beam halo. To suppress accide
coincidences with other beam bursts the master electro
gate was closed for 60 ns before and after an event
registered. About 5% of the typical incident flux of mo
than 106 momentum-analyzed pions per second was fina
accepted (NBEAM) by a 2-cm-diameter plastic scintillato
counter upstream of the target.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Data treatment

The main requirements for an event being classified
SCX were the detection of at least one charged particle
charged pion in the final state, and a TOF signature for b
photons of thep0 decay. With these simple conditions an
with the help of an invariant missing mass variable@for the
definition see Eq.~3.2!# most of the background events we
rejected.

1. Charged particle detection

With the trajectories of the detected charged particles
interaction vertex was reconstructed by using the MW
information. This vertex was well defined when at least t
charged particles were detected; for events with only
charged particle detected the closest approach of its tra
tory with the beam axis was taken as the vertex. This met
allowed us to efficiently remove background events origin
ing from the end-cap walls of the target cylinder. On
events inside a region of 100 mm upstream and downstr
of the target center were used. After this cut there remai
a background from the radial target walls of typically a fe
percent~in the worst case 14% for2H at Tp570 MeV) of
the data of interest. This background was finally removed
subtracting data from empty-target runs.

The identities of the detected charged particles were
termined by conventionalE-dE/dx and E-TOF particle
identification ~PID! techniques~for more details about the
PID and the calibration of the scintillators see, e.g., R
@22#!. If one of these charged particles was identified a
pion, or if it had a reduced TOF~defined as the time of fligh
normalized to a 30 cm flight path! of less than 1.5 ns, the
event was rejected. This method ensured that most of
charged pion scattering events were removed already at
step, and that the background from the small pion produc
yield at the higher beam energies was negligible. Pion
sorption events were practically completely removed by
upper limit cut on the summed kinetic energies of the id
tified charged particles~protons or deuterons!, which was set
to the kinetic energy of the incident pion.

2. Photon detection

A neutral particle in LADS was identified by a signal
an E counter with no corresponding signal in either theDE
counter or a MWPC. Moreover, events with a neutral parti
hit in the inner ring of the end-capE counters were rejecte
to remove accidentally counted beam pions. This condit
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slightly reduced the solid angle coverage for events incl
ing an energetic neutral particle.

The thus identified neutral particles were assigned as p
tons if they had a reduced TOF of less than 1.5 ns and if t
had deposited more than 14 MeV of light in theE counters.
The latter cut was applied to reject low energy photons fr
other nuclear reactions. In Fig. 1 a reduced TOF spectrum fo
neutral particles is shown to demonstrate the reliability of
n-g discrimination. The TOF resolution is sufficient to sep
rate thep0 decay photons from neutrons.

For this kind of SCX analysis it is crucial to measure t
photon detection efficiency as accurately as possible. Fo
nately, since LADS is a 4p detector, we were able to dete
mine an average photon efficiency by a simple counting
the number of events with one photon (N1g) and with both
photons (N2g) of the p0 decay detected. One then gets t
efficiencyhg with the equation

hg5
2

21N1g /N2g
. ~3.1!

A thorough analysis showed that the thus determined
ficiencieshg were the same within uncertainties for all pio
energies and targets. The independence ofhg of the incident
pion energy was also verified by Monte Carlo studies. The
fore, an average over all incident pion energies and analy
targets was taken as the photon efficiencyhg . However,
because of the segmentation of the LADS scintillati
counters, thishg was dependent on the numberm of detected
particles~nucleons or deuterons! in the final state. To take
this into account the measured SCX partial cross sect
were individually corrected by the photon efficiencieshg,m ,
which depended on the multiplicities of the detected char
particles. These average photon detection efficiencies w

FIG. 1. Reduced TOF spectra@22# of neutral particles emitted
after reactions of the type4He(p1,N)X whereN stands for a neu-
tral particle. The dip between neutrons and photons illustrates
justification of then-g separation cut at 1.5 ns.
3-2
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evaluated to behg,15(32.060.4)%, hg,25(29.960.4)%,
andhg,>35(28.060.5)% for one, two, and more than tw
charged particles detected~see also Sec. III D!.

3. Invariant missing mass

The kinetic energiesTi and the angles of the detecte
charged particles were sufficient to calculate for each ev
an invariant missing massmmis, which was defined by the
equation

mmis5AS Ep1Etgt2(
i

Ei D 2

2pmis
2 , ~3.2!

with Ep5Tp1mp , Etgt5mtgt , and Ei5Ti1mi being the
total energy of the beam pion, the target nucleus, and
charged particlei, respectively, and

pmis5UpW p2(
i

pW iU ~3.3!

is defined as the missing momentum of the reaction withpW p

andpW i as the momenta of the pion and the charged final s
particle i, respectively. The missing mass histograms w
used to reject the leftover background events from other
actions and to determine the raw SCX cross sections.

A typical histogram of the invariant missing mass wi
the charged particle cuts described above and one or
photons detected is shown in Fig. 2~note that only events

FIG. 2. Invariant missing mass spectrum of the reactionp1

13He→p0ppp at Tp15239 MeV with one, two, or three charge
particles detected, and one~dotted line! or two ~shaded area! pho-
tons tagged. The histogram is corrected neither for the photon
ciency nor for the acceptance. The areas actually used for the
termination of the photon efficiencies and the SCX cross sect
were the mass intervals between 70<mmis<200 MeV, 1070
<mmis<1400 MeV, 2010<mmis<2350 MeV~for 3He and4He!,
and 2940<mmis<3300 MeV ~for 4He!.
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with two photons detected were used for the further eval
tion of the cross sections!. All peaks are on the right side o
mmis50, 938, and 1875 MeV~corresponding to 0, 1, and
undetected nucleons!, reflecting an additionally missing
pion. This pion was actually identified as ap0 by its decay
photons, but did not enter in the calculation. The integrat
of these peaks gave the raw SCX cross section.

B. Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo simulations were made to correct for t
acceptance and the charged particle inefficiencies of the
tector. For all simulations, the particles were tracked throu
a model of the detector using the CERNGEANT software
package. The simulated data were then treated with the s
analysis program as used for the real data. The experime
resolutions and hardware thresholds, as determined from
data for each scintillation counter and MWPC, were appl
to the simulated raw events. The effects of geometrical
ceptance, energy thresholds, and reaction losses in the d
tor, as well as inefficiencies of the chambers and the rec
struction code, were thus reflected in the simulated part
distributions in the same way as in those of the experime
data. The reliability of this procedure was tested in ma
ways and is discussed in detail elsewhere@23,24#.

1. Event generators

~a! 2H The main ~one-step! SCX event generator fo
2H was of the type2H(p1,p0p)p with the positive pion
charge exchanging on the bound neutron and the reco
proton being a spectator with a momentum distribution
tracted from (e,e8) data @25#. The angular distributions o
the charge exchange reaction on the neutron were calcu
with the help ofpN phase shifts@26#. Earlier measurement
@13# and calculations@18# showed that forward goingp0’s
from SCX on 2H are suppressed due to Pauli blocking. Th
effect was taken into account by a weighting function of t
vector sum of the momenta of the two protons after
charge exchange, which rose linearly from zero at 0 MeVc
to unity at 300 MeV/c, and remained constant above. Th
approximation reproduced the shape of the known differ
tial cross sections satisfactorily, as is demonstrated in Fig

Although only the data of the above-described event g
erator were used for the determination of the acceptance
rection for the real data, data samples of three additio
~two-step! event generators were analyzed to get an estim
for the uncertainties of these acceptance corrections. Th
may be caused by pion double scatterings~two generators:
p1p→p1p, then p1n→p0p; p1n→p0p, then p0p
→p0p) and nucleon final state interactions~one generator:
p1n→p0p, then pp→pp). These semiclassical generato
were based on simple cascadelike interactions and will
be further discussed here.

~b! 3He For the SCX event generators of thep113He
→p0ppp reaction the3He nucleus was modeled by a pa
of independently moving protons with a recoiling neutron.
this model the momentum distributions of the protons w
taken from a calculation@27# based on3He(e,e8p)d data
@28#. The angular distributions of the charge exchange re
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A. LEHMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 024603
tion on the recoiling neutron were again calculated with
help of pN phase shifts@26#. Pauli blocking was accounte
for in a similar way as for SCX on2H.

Also for 3He only the ~one-step! generator of the type
3He(p1,p0p)pp was used for the acceptance correction
the real data. However, the uncertainties of these accept
corrections were estimated using similar pion double sca
ing and final state interaction generators as listed above,
the simplep0ppp phase space distribution.

~c! 4He The SCX event generators of thep114He
→p0pp(pn/d) reaction were very similar to those of3He,
except that the4He nucleus was modeled to be a system o
proton and a deuteron, which are both independently m
ing, and with the neutron recoiling from thisp-d system. The
momentum distribution of the proton was taken from a c
culation by Schiavilla@29,30# which was adjusted to fi
4He(e,e8p)3H data@31#. The momentum distribution of the
deuteron was also determined by Schiavilla to
4He(e,e8d)2H data. Pauli blocking between the two proto
after the SCX step was taken into account in the same wa
described above.

The ~one-step! generator of the type4He(p1,p0p)pd
was again used to correct the real data for acceptance lo
and double scattering generators and ap0ppd phase space
distribution were applied to estimate the uncertainties.

2. Acceptance correction

The factors which were necessary to correct for acc
tance and charged particle efficiency losses are listed
Table I. The values (f acc) are those derived with the~one-

FIG. 3. Comparison of the SCX differential cross section on2H
at Tp5164 MeV. The dots are data of the reaction2H(p2,p0)nn
@13#. The solid line is the result of our Monte Carlo simulation
the reaction2H(p1,p0)pp, arbitrarily scaled to match the data.
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step! SCX models, while the uncertainties were estima
using the pion double scattering, final state interaction~FSI!,
and phase space models described above. To determine
uncertainties double scattering and/or FSI contributions
the SCX total cross sections of up to 20%, 40%, and 60%
the 2H, 3He, and 4He targets, respectively, were assume
With this the acceptance correction uncertainties due to m
tiple scattering contributions should be safely cover
Variations due to modified shapes of the spectator mom
tum distributions are also covered by these uncertainties

C. Normalization

To evaluate the absolute normalization of the cross s
tions the number of incident pions and target nuclei w
determined and corrections for efficiency and accepta
losses were applied.

First the numbersNj of recorded events per trigger typej
~for more detailed information see Ref.@22#! were scaled
with their dead time corrected prescale factors (aj ). Then the
number of incident pionsNBEAM was corrected for the frac
tion which decay or react on their way from the beam defi
ing counter to the target and for the number of pions wh
miss the target entirely. A correction was also made for
amount of contamination in the beam and the efficiency
the beamline hodoscope. Where possible these correc
factors were determined from the data@23,24,32#. Its high
pressure made it necessary to treat the target as a real ga
include compression effects in the calculation of the num
of scatterers,Nscat. Finally, all raw cross sections were co
rected for the photon efficiencies, which were determin
from the data, and for acceptance losses, which were
mated with Monte Carlo simulations.

The SCX total cross sectionssSCX were taken as the sum
of the SCX partial cross sections,(msSCX,m , with different
detected particle~nucleons and deuterons! multiplicities m.
The following expression was applied:

sSCX5(
m

sSCX,m5
f acc

NpNscat
(
m

Nm

hg,m
2

, ~3.4!

with Nm5( jajNj ,m :5 number of events with two photon
detected,m:5 multiplicity of detected particles~nucleons or
deuterons! in the final state,Np :5 number of particles pass
ing the beam defining trigger corrected for losses,Nscat:5
number of target scatterers,f acc:5 correction factor of ac-
ceptance losses, andhg,m :5 average photon detection effi
ciency per detected particle multiplicity.
TABLE I. Acceptance correction factorsf acc for the SCX total cross sections on2H, 3He, and4He.

Tp ~MeV! 70 118 162 239 330

2H 4.0760.22 2.7660.09 2.4260.09 1.8760.11 1.5360.10
3He 3.4160.37 2.2660.15 2.1160.13 1.8560.13 1.5360.12
4He 4.3160.70 2.1560.22 1.9460.15 1.7960.14 1.5760.12
3-4
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D. Treatment of uncertainties

The uncertainties of the SCX total cross sections w
calculated from the uncertainties of the SCX partial cro
sectionssSCX,m added in quadrature. These include the s
tistical errors~which were usually small! and the systematic
errors caused by the normalization uncertainties of the n
ber of pions on the target (2 –15 %), the number of tar
scatterers(1%), and background from the target wall
(,3%), and oncomponents of the Monte Carlo acceptan
correction such as reaction losses, particle identification,
vertex reconstruction. The latter errors were estimated to
about 3% altogether.

Further important errors were taken into account with
uncertainties in the acceptance correction due to other
one-step charge exchange processes. These uncertaintie
ied in the range of 3 –7 % for2H, 6 –11 % for 3He, and
8 –16 % for 4He, dependent on the incident pion energy.

A crucial error source was the photon detection e
ciency. For an estimation of these the individual statisti
uncertainties ofN1g andN2g were used to determine an e
ficiency error per incident pion energy, per target, and
nucleon multiplicity. Additional errors forN1g were consid-
ered which took into account charged pion contaminati
~upper limit of the pion detection inefficiencies of the tw
MWPCs: 0.15252.25%) and radiative absorption~4% at 70
MeV, 2% at 118 MeV, and 1% at the higher pion energie!.
These uncertainties were added in quadrature and then
to calculate the mean and the standard deviation of the p
ton efficiencies per nucleon multiplicity weighted by the
errors. The final photon detection uncertainties turned ou
be small and are given in Sec. III A 2.

All the discussed errors were added in quadrature
gave the uncertainties of the SCX total cross sections cite
Table II.

IV. RESULTS

A. SCX total cross sections ofp112H ˜p0pp

The SCX total cross sections of the reactionp112H
→p0pp are given in Table II. In Fig. 4 these values a
compared to earlier measurements@8–11# and to various cal-
culations. The earlier data points are in good agreement
the LADS SCX cross sections, except that at 330 M
which appears low. Although not shown, we note that
SCX differential cross sections on2H, measured by Park
et al. @13# for incident pion energies of 164, 263, and 3
MeV, are about 20–30 % lower than the LADS resul
However, integrating the results of the relativistic three-bo

TABLE II. ( p1,p0) SCX total cross sections on2H, 3He, and
4He, in mb.

Tp ~MeV! 70 118 162 239 330

2H 4.861.0 18.161.6 35.363.1 26.662.3 14.861.5
3He 2.760.6 13.361.2 24.162.0 24.162.0 15.961.4
4He 5.061.2 18.062.2 34.263.7 33.162.9 34.763.1
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calculations by Garcilazo@18# at these energies gives tot
cross sections in agreement with the LADS data.

The solid curve in Fig. 4 is the cross section for the pion
charge exchange on the neutron@n(p1,p0)p# as determined
by the partial wave analysis of Arndtet al. @26#. The dotted
and dashed curves were extracted from two different pa
wave analyses of thepNN system. The dashed line reflec
an analysis fitting thepd elastic scattering data up to 50
MeV @33#, while the dotted line was gained from a combin
analysis of the reactionspp→pp, pd→pd, and pd→pp
@34#. These two curves reflect the shapes of the pio
breakup cross sections which are the sum of the react
p112H →p0pp and p112H →p1pn, and were deter-
mined by taking the difference between thep1d reaction
cross section and thep1d→pp absorption cross section
both directly calculated withSAID @33#. Scaling these predic
tions for the full pionic breakup cross sections by a factor
0.24 gives good agreement with the new SCX data.

The new data suggest that the SCX total cross section
2H might peak at a higher energy than the SCX cross s
tion on the unbound nucleon, and that it decreases m
slowly above the resonance. The energy dependence o
data agrees well with the two partial wave predictions for
full pionic breakup cross sections on2H. Thus the fraction of
the full breakup total cross section on2H due to SCX is
about 24% throughout the wholeD resonance region. This i
significantly larger than the;17% charge exchange contr
bution at resonance given by isospin for pion single scat
ing on an unboundp-n nucleon pair.

FIG. 4. Energy dependence of the SCX total cross section
2H. The open dots are the only previously published data of Rog
and Lederman@8# (p1d), Pewitt et al. @9# (p2d), Norem @11#
(p1d), and Brunhartet al. @10# (p2d, not corrected for pion ab-
sorption!. The lines are calculations based on recent partial w
solutions of the reactionsp1n→p0p @26# ~solid line! and of the
pionic breakup of thepd system @ @33# ~dashed line! and @34#
~dotted line!#; the latter two calculations are scaled by a factor
0.24 to fit the data.
3-5
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B. Inelastic non-charge-exchange total cross sections
of p112H ˜p1pn

To cross-check our SCX total cross sections on2H, the
pion inelastic non-charge-exchange~NCX! cross sections
were also determined. This was accomplished by requi
the detection of the charged pion and at least one nucleo
the p1pn final state. The extrapolations for acceptance a
efficiency losses were done with Monte Carlo simulations
a similar way as for the SCX cross sections. We find
following total cross sections for the reactionp112H
→p1pn: 2063, 5864, 11467, 8265, and 4463 mb for
the incident pion energies of 70, 118, 162, 239, and 3
MeV. The uncertainties were estimated by taking into
count the normalization errors, a 3% acceptance correc
error, and an overall 5% error on the pion detection e
ciency. With this all uncertainties are safely covered.

There are no published data for the pion inelastic~NCX
1SCX! total cross sections on2H, but the sum of our NCX
and SCX total cross sections can be compared to the pi
breakup cross sections calculated with the partial wave s
tions of Refs.@33,34#. We find good agreement.

C. SCX total cross sections ofp113He ˜p0ppp and
p114He ˜p0pp„pn/d…

The SCX total cross sections for3He and 4He are also
given in Table II. For a better illustration, in Fig. 5 they a
compared to the SCX cross sections on the neutron an
the deuteron. We find that the shape of the excitation fu
tion around theD(1232) resonance changes drastically
going from a single unbound neutron to a bound neutron
4He. This indicates that medium effects due to the nucl
environment are very important already in the helium is
topes.

FIG. 5. Energy dependence of the SCX total cross section
the reactionsp112H→p0pp, p113He→p0ppp, andp114He
→p0pp(pn/d), as determined by this work. The data of3He for
70, 239, and 330 MeV are shifted slightly to make them dist
guishable from the data of2H and 4He. Note that the cross sectio
is displayed per neutron of the target nucleus.
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To our knowledge the only previously reported SCX to
cross section data on the helium isotopes in the energy
gion of theD resonance are those of Balestraet al. at Tp1

5110 and 160 MeV@19#. However, these authors were n
able to distinguish between SCX and absorption reacti
and their data have to be interpreted as an upper limit for
SCX total cross section. Taking into account the recen
measured pion absorption total cross sections on4He at
these energies@35#, the SCX cross sections of Balestraet al.
are incompatible with our measurement. In view of the su
stantially better detector the LADS data can certainly be c
sidered as the more reliable.

Recently, Yuly et al. @7# reported inelastic NCX tota
cross sections for the reaction3He(p1,p1) at incident pion
energies of 120, 180 and 240 MeV. Taking the inelas
NCX cross sections to be unchanged between 162 and
MeV, we then deduce the fraction of SCX in the pion inela
tic total cross section~NCX1SCX! on 3He to be 10%, 12%,
and 14% at 118, 162, and 239 MeV, respectively. Th
fractions are lower than those on an unboundp-n pair
(;17%) and on2H ~Sec. IV A!, which is expected for in-
cidentp1 because of the proton excess of3He.

Our data can also be used to estimate the fraction of S
in the pion inelastic total cross sections on4He. These in-
elastic cross sections can be evaluated by taking the di
ence between thep1-4He total cross sections, which wer
determined by Brinkmo¨ller and Schlaile@36# with a phase
shift analysis of elastic scattering data, and the elastic~also
@36#! and absorption@35# cross sections on4He. The frac-
tions of SCX in the pion inelastic cross sections of4He were
found to be 14%, 18%, 23%, 26%, and over 30% at incid
pion energies of 70, 118, 162, 239, and 330 MeV, resp
tively. At and above resonance these fractions are larger
one would expect for an unboundp-n pair (;17%).

The increased fraction of SCX in the pion inelastic cro
sections of the isoscalar nuclei2H and 4He at and above the
D peak energy is similar to that predicted by theoretical c
culations for heavier nuclei@37#. These predict an enhance
ment of the isospin ratio of the SCX compared to the NC
cross section due to interference between processes g
ated bypN andDN interactions. However, in contrast to th
fractions on2H those on4He ~and 3He! show a strong en-
ergy dependence, which is further evidence that effects
to the nuclear environment are important already in the
lium isotopes.

D. Discussion

Comparing the energy dependences of the SCX cross
tions in Fig. 5, it is seen that while for2H it reflects the
underlyingD excitation clearly, this is much less the case f
4He. Here the relative weakness of the cross section
neutron at resonance indicates that effects due to the nu
environment are already strong inp-4He interactions. The
strength maintained at the higher energies may be du
multiple pion interactions, enhanced by the increasing ph
space available for multiparticle final states.

To get an estimate of the size of pion double scatter
~DS! processes, we may compare the SCX total cross

of

-
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tions on 3He and4He, the NCX@2,7#, and the double charg
exchange~DCX! ~see, e.g.,@7,38,39#! cross sections on thes
nuclei. If one neglects other interactions,sSCX andsNCX are
composed of both pion single and double scattering con
butions, whilesDCX is expected to be dominated by DS onl
Thus the size ofsDCX compared tosSCX andsNCX is related
to the amount of DS in the inelastic reactions. Then by co
paring these three total cross sections and using plau
in-medium estimates@37# of the isospin ratios for thep1p
→p1p, p1n→p0p, and p1n→p1n cross sections, it is
possible to estimate the fraction of DS in the NCX, SCX, a
inelastic (s inel5sNCX1sSCX1sDCX) total cross sections
Here it was assumed that, apart from the isospin factors,
probability of the pion undergoing an interaction was dep
dent only on the number of available protons or neutrons

For p1-3He we estimate that about 10%, 15%, and 30
of s inel at Tp5118, 162, and 239 MeV, respectively, is du
to DS. The DS contributions ins inel were also estimated fo
p2-3He ~using the data from@7#! and found to be about 3
times smaller than those forp1-3He. A large reduction is
expected from simple isospin considerations. For4He we
find that roughly 5%, 10%, 25%, and.35% of s inel at Tp

5118, 162, 239 and 330 MeV, respectively, is due to p
double scatterings~there is no value at 70 MeV sincesDCX is
very small!. It may appear surprising that DS contributio
are larger forp1-3He than forp1-4He. However, this is
already indicated by the smaller DCX cross section on4He
compared to that on3He @7#.

This analysis also gives estimates of the fractions of DS
SCX and NCX separately. The fraction insSCX is found to
be always significantly larger than that insNCX , which tends
to agree with earlier findings on heavier nuclei@41#. The
enhanced SCX double scattering yield is certainly one or
of the strong damping of the shape of theD excitation in the
SCX total cross sections of3He and4He. This conclusion is
also supported by the pion inelastic scattering results of Y
et al. @7# and Baumgartneret al. @2# where the energy depen
dence of both cross sections indicates that this dampin
less pronounced in the NCX reaction. Thus multiple pi
scattering processes appear to become increasingly mor
portant in the SCX channel above resonance. The en
dependence of the cross section indicates that this is the
for both 3He and 4He.

The strong reduction in the SCX total cross section
neutron on3He and 4He compared to that on the unboun
neutron at and below resonance~Fig. 5!, where there is little
multiple scattering, shows that other medium effects are a
important. To explore this further, it is instructive to compa
the SCX total cross sections on light nuclei to those
heavier targets. Inclusive (p1,p0) results were given by
Bowleset al. @40# for incident pion energies of 50 and 10
MeV, but their cross sections appear high compared to
trends observed in our data. SCX total cross sections w
also measured by Asheryet al. @41#: these authors give
(p1,p0) and (p2,p0) results for some nuclei throughou
the whole mass range at the resonance energy of 160 M
In Fig. 6 the data of Ref.@41# are compared to our results
The displayed data suggest that near the peak of theD reso-
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nance the SCX total cross sectionsSCX
A on a nucleus with

massA and proton numberZ can be approximated by th
following power laws:

sSCX
A ~p1,p0!'sSCX

N A2Z

A0.6
, ~4.1!

sSCX
A ~p2,p0!'sSCX

N Z

A0.6
, ~4.2!

with sSCX
N being the cross section on a free nucleon. ThisA

dependence is similar to that determined in Ref.@41#, and is
also consistent with the findings for the NCX total cro
sections for nuclei withA>6 @42#. In a simple picture, the
exponent ofA in the denominator of Eqs.~4.1! and ~4.2!
would be zero for a transparent nucleus. For a strongly
teracting but nonabsorbing incident particle, the exponen
the denominator is typically about one-third. However, pio
are strongly absorbing and an exponent of around 0.6 is
mally understood as a reflection of the important role
absorption in pion-nucleus reactions. As can be seen in
6, the helium isotopes follow thisA dependence fairly well,
indicating that the strong damping of the cross section
consistent with the trends for heavier nuclei.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented SCX total cross sect
on the nuclei2H, 3He, and4He for pion energies across th
D(1232) resonance. Only few data of this basic observa
were available before. The SCX cross sections
2H exhaust about one-quarter of the pionic breakup cr
section, almost independent of the pion energy. Its~scaled!
energy dependence matches well with predictions of pa

FIG. 6. Nuclear mass dependence of the SCX total cross
tions per neutron@proton# of the reaction of the typeA(p1,p0)X
~solid dots! @A(p2,p0)Y ~open dots!# for incident pions of around
162 MeV energy. The data atA.4 are taken from Ref.@41#.
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wave solutions for the pion inelastic cross section on2H.
This is different in the helium isotopes, where the fracti

of SCX in the pion inelastic cross section becomes lar
with increasing energy. This and also the relative streng
of SCX on 2H, 3He, and4He suggest that in pion scatterin
nuclear medium effects are already significant on the hel
isotopes. However, double scattering contributions to
SCX total cross section on3He and4He are substantial only
above theD peak energy. This indicates that at and bel
the D(1232) resonance multiple pion scattering is not
only reason for the damping of the SCX total cross sect
ay
es
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on 3He and4He, but that other nuclear medium effects lik
e.g., absorption, are also important.
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